
The historic City of Auburn is the heart of Nemaha County, Nebraska. It has 
been the primary hub for community and industry since the towns of Calvert 
and Sheridan merged in 1882 to become the town of Auburn. Centrally located 
between Omaha, Lincoln and Kansas City, Auburn embodies a rich heritage, 
strong work ethic and small-town values. Residents and visitors alike enjoy its 
friendly atmosphere and contemporary amenities.

The Board of Public Works (BPW) proactively serves the City of Auburn 
and maintains the municipal water system, supplied by 11 wells with an 
average depth of 50 feet each. The water system serves approximately 1,600 
customers with an average daily water demand of 450,000 gallons/day and a 
peak daily demand of 750,000 gallons/day.

The Challenge
Auburn has been filtering their water to remove iron and manganese since 
1941. “Over the years we have been fighting plugged screens and pumps at the 
majority of our municipal wells. The old conventional rehabilitation treatment of 
acidizing, surging and bailing got to the point that we were not getting satisfactory 
results” explains Kenneth Swanson, Water and Wastewater Manager, Auburn 
Board of Public Works.  
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We are only a couple of years into the program but so far, the results have been very 
promising. The wells we have treated have returned to original or very near original 
pumping capacity. SUEZ  consultants and crews have been very good to work with.       
-Kenneth Swanson, Water and Wastewater Manager

Project Summary

Customer: 
City of Auburn, NE 
Type of Project: 
Implementing an innovative and 
strategic asset management 
approach to municipal water wells 

Date: 2014

Results: 
8 wells were rehabilitated - using 
the AQUA FREED® CO2 injection 
process - and placed on a full 
service well asset management 
program. The program has 
successfully  maintained the 
production levels of the wells 
over time, minimizing the risk of 
water supply issues and reducing 
maintenance costs. 



We have a very limited availability for new locations so when we heard of 
SUEZ well program, we decided to give it a try to see if we could get more 
longevity from our existing wells
-Kenneth Swanson, Water and Wastewater Manager

Although the conventional rehab treatment was applied more 
and more often, the wells continued to lose pumping capacity, 
many to the point that it was no longer cost effective to operate 
them. The BPW planned to abandon several wells and look for 
new locations. 

However, due to limited potential for new well locations, 
the BPW had to find a better solution. They found it - at a 
continuing education seminar in which SUEZ presented their 
innovative process.

The Solution
In 2014, the City of Auburn contracted SUEZ to treat 8 out 
of 10 of their water supply wells, using the AQUA FREED® 
liquid CO2 injection process. The remaining two wells did not 
experience iron-fouling, so treatment wasn’t required at the 
time. For each well, a pre-treatment and a step-rate pumping 
test was carried out to check well integrity, and determine the 
pre-treatment specific capacity of each well.  

This preventative maintenance system includes the permanent 
placement of energy injection equipment into the well so 
periodic cleanings can be performed without pulling the pump 
out. Each well was fitted with the new permanent system. The 
well asset management program reduces maintenance costs 
and eliminates the risk of water shortages resulting from lost
supply.

The Results
“SUEZ consultants and crews have been very good to work 
with, we have built a great relationship. And their well asset 
management program has helped maintain the production 
levels of our wells over time. It has significantly improved the 
sustainability of our water supply"  concludes Mr. Swanson. 
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After removing the pump, engineers conducted a pre–
treatment video inspection, which revealed significant iron 
plugging in all inspected wells. 

The AQUA FREED® liquid CO2 injection process works 
because CO2, injected as a liquid, expands by a factor of 
570 times as it enters the gaseous phase. Inside a well, this 
expansion creates a large amount of energy that dislodges 
mineral incrustations from the screen. After the treatment, 
each well was re-developed and a post-treatment test was 
performed using the same method as the preliminary test. 
“The wells we treated have returned to original or very near 
original pumping capacity” says Mr. Swanson. 

All the wells are now on a full service asset management 
program. The program bundles in a single contract, the initial 
rehabilitation with annual well and pump inspections and 
routine cleanings performed with  AQUA GARD®.


